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Note on the t/ or: of conj:o d representation by
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By Yfisaku KOMATU.
Mathematical Institute, Tokyo Imperial Univereity.

(Comm. by S. KAKBYA, m.LA., May 19., 1945.)

1.

Peliqina’ies.

-

We consider, in general, on the one hand a family of analytic ftmctions
defined on
> 1 and normalized at
the other a family of analytic functions

(1.2)

o, as is here explicitly written, and on

{f(z) }, f(O)--O,

=

defined in I]< 1 and normalized at
O. We can then establish a ono-to-one
errespondenee between them by the relations

(1.3) z=l, g()f(z)=l i.e.
the oorresponding functions g()and f(z) behave, furtheremore, both anal#ic
and schlicht (univalent) at the same time in their respective domains of definition,
the case to which we shall confine ourselves in the following lines. Under these
circumstances any properties of the one family imply at once the corresponding
ones of the other. As a matter of fact, it is especially remarkable that the socalled Bieberbach’s area theorem concerning the former family has paved a way
also to a systematic development of the theory of the latter.
But the considerations on the latter are often confined to the sub-family, consisting of regular functions only, that is to say, cosisting of only those functions
f(z) which correspond, by (1.3), to special functions g() vanishing nowhere on
]] > 1. Various properties of this sub-family have been hitherto, indeed partly
by an emential utilization of the supplementary restriction in question, i.e. the
regularity, investigated in full detail. When the family (1.1) is, however, supposed to be merely schlicht, we should rather consider the schlicht and generally
me’omorph,c family (1.2) itself which correspond, by the relations (i.3), exactly to the whole family (1.1). The results on the family just ranged have been,
though often of importance and very useful, established hitherto eomparatively
few.

Even if we assume that the family (1.2) of sehlicht hmctions a metamorphic, each member f(z) has, as a matter of course, at most only one pole of the
first order in the basic circle z I< 1. We shall however consider here, from the
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above-stated point of view, the whole family (1.2) of schlicht and normalized
functions, inclusive of ones having a pole in the unit-circle, and note some interesting consequences, connected with this family, of well-known theorems in the
theory" of the family (1.1). The corresponding problems for the case)f doublyconnected basic domain will alo be explicitly treated in later papers.
2. P’oblvns to b consid’ed.
Let f(z) denote preliminarily, a function, regular analytic and schlicht in
<1,
which is moreover normalized at the origin i.e. such that f(0)--O
zl
and f(0)----1. Then its beginning Taylor coefficients a2=f’(O)]2 and a3
--f’(0)/6 are always subject to the restrictions
a2 ]2

(2.1)

and

by the theorems of Bieberbach and LSwner3 respectively. Accordingly if, for
instance, only one of them does not hold, the function must possess necessarily a
pole, of course as previously noticed, of the first order in the interior of the unito-cle. We may therefore propose in general the question how the position of the
pole, z.o say, if exists at all and its residue

must be restricted, when such coeIticient a.,. or a3 is preassigned. This is obviously
almost equivalent with an analogous one relating to the position of the zero-point

L---

(2.3)
of

g() and its differential coetticient at this point, viz.

denoting here, of course, the function which corresponds to f(z) by the re-

lations

(1.3).

It is a matter of.common knowledge that the so-called Koebe-Bieberbach’s

1) Various rosults on this discipline obtained up to the present are, together with the
detailed lit of literatures including those cited in the following, collected in the author’s
recently published book: Conformal representation I. (Japanese) 1944.
die Kooflizienten derjenigen Potenzreihen, welche eine schlichto
2) L. Bieberbach,
Abbildung des Einheitskreises sermitteln. Sitzungsber. preulL Akad. Wiss. Berlin (1916),

Per

940-955.
3) K. Lwner, Untezsuchungen iibez schlichte konfozme Abbildnngen des Einheitskeises,

I. Math. Annalen 89 (1923), 103-121.
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one fourth theorem takes a fundamental position in the whole theory of regular
schlicht fnnctions in lz I1. But, in the case of meromorphic functions, a
famous theorem of Montel, plays an analogous rle, on which fln4her discussions
have been done by Bieberbach,s) Fenchel7) and the others,s) In connection with
this last-mentioned theorem, we shall take. here a glance also at the ranges covered
by image-domains which arise from ]zl 1 by any transformation o----fz) in
question.

3.

Rang of th transformed domains.

We consider in the first place, with a view to obtaining a result of Fenhel
afresh but more briefly, a function g() of the family (1.1) whose Laurent expansion about the point at infinity is evidently of the form

+ b0 + b +

(3.D
with beginning coefficients

bo------a, b--a--a,
(3.2)
Hence, by means of a well-known theorem of Lfwner9) which states

we have at once an uequality

(3.4)

1

1

4) P. Koebe, Uber die Uniformisierung beliebiger analytischer Kurven. Nachr. Ges.
Wiss. Gttingen (1907), 191-210" Uber die Uniformisierung der algebraisehen Kurven, I.
Math. Annalen 69 (1909), 145-224; Abhandlungen zur Theorie der konfo.rmen Abbildung,
III. Der ailgeme’me Fundamentalsatz der konformen Abbildung nebst einer Anwendung auf
die konforme Abbildung der Oberflche einer kSrperlichen Ecke. Crelles Journal 147
(1917), 67-104; etc. L. Bieberbach, Uber einige Extremalprobleme im Gebiete der konformen Abbildung. Math. Annalen 77 (1916), 155-172. Cf., also G. Faber, Neuer Beweis
eines Koebe-Bieberbachschen Satzes fiber konforme Abbildung. Sitzungsber. Bayer. Akad.
Wiss. Mtinchen (1916), 39-42.
5) P. Montel, Sur les domaines form(s par les points reprsentant les valeurs d’une
fonction analytique. Ann. Sci. ]cole Norm. Sup. (3) 44 (1929), 1-23.
6) L. Bieberbach, Uber schlichte Abbildung des Einheitskreises dutch meromorphe
Funktionen. Sitzungsber. preuS. Akad. Berlin (1929), 620-624; Uber sehlichte Abbildung
des Einheitskreises durch meromorphe Funktionen, H. ibid. (1937), 5-9.
7) W. Fenche], Bemerkungen iiber die im Einheitskreises meromorphen seldichten
Funkionen. Sitzungsber. preul. Akad. Berlin (1931), 431-436.
8) Cf., for example, E. Rengel, Uber einige Schlitztheoreme der konformen Abbildung.
Sehriften d. math. Sere. u. Inst. f. angew. Math. d. Univ. Berlin 1 (]932), t41-162.
9) K. Lwner, Uber Extremalstze bei der konformen Abbildung des AuBeren des
Einheitskreises. Math. Zeitchr. 3 (1919), 65-77.
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Thus the distortion theorem of FenchelI) is an immediate consequence of the
last inequality, that is, we have at any case

C3.5)
for z

1-1-lalll + Ii"
1, and further, if iffi

" 2,

!
1+t111-1

IX)I -<

C3.6)

o C! ’,. I:)1 l1, w h-C,) C’s),

o<<1, denot t

positive root of the quadratic equation

h--ah / 1--0,
i.e.

(3.7)

h(a)-"

a

_/ a

__1.

The former inequality (3.5) was, however, already noticed by Gronwall,l’ by
using the method just adopted here. According to Fenchel, we can then conclude
from (3.6) that the position of pole is limited by the relation

(3.8)
provided

z.. < h(l a, l)

la,o >2. But

a

/.

this result follows more directly also from

(3.4=). In

fact, we have, since fCz.)-" o, the inequality

I--I <-- +

(.)

which implies at once the proposition (3.8).
An opposite estimation for the distance z.I of the pole from the origin is
lacking in the above result. Therefore, we attempt now, as some complement,
to deduce such an estimation. We make here, ia order to obtain- first a lower
bound depending only on tl for the quantity g(: ) I, use of the Bieberbach’s
area theorem, viz.

1.1

(.0)

"-._ L

It follows then, by using the Schwarz’s inequality together, that

_lb,,l_<

,._,11----

nlb,,I
-I

,IC I" -<

I I"- 1

nct henoe
10) W. Fenehel, loc. cir. 8).
l l) T. H. GronwaIl, On the distortion in conformal mapping when the second coflicient
in the mapping tunction has an amigned value. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 6 (1920), 300-302.
12) L. Bieberbach, loc. cit. 2); G. Faber, loc. cir. 4).
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The equality sign appears here, as is easily verified, save at C-- not at all.
Thus, denoting by /=/(a)(aO), 0<]<1, the unique positive root of the
transcendental equation
1
/

we have, an invquality

--a+/

1

i--"/’

"

of disoion i.e.
1--

Illl- I1/lg

1

of a dir o.
deriv roh enoch, wle the t given
But the rt
at by d
by, the etio of the form

which

"

(3.8)

o

(.)

]()=

1- az + gZ

( I, I> ),

where e is a complex number with absolute value unity and with the same argument as a2, i.e. e--a.,,/la,, [.
The function (3.12) gives, as is easily seen, the conformal representation of

z[ < 1 onto the whole plane cut along a segment joining the two points

la..i+/-2

In order to obtain his distortion formulae (3.5) and (3.6), Fenchel has first
proved the following heorem:
The image of zl< 1 by the transformation w=f(z) contains always
1
=,
a.a co. h.r >- 1 ao

vroae

I>.

Alter we have however obtained the distortion formllae (].) and (3.6) prestated follows conversely from them almost immecliately.
viously, the theorem
Now, with regard to the Laurent coetticients about the origin of regular
sehlieht and normalized functions, the precise’limitation is, h_a been already

od
(a), ko o fol.l ba I, I. m otio ,m
eireunCmee, we show here that an analogous theorem can also be obtained., if

1.3) Some other results belonging to the same category as (3.8) or (-3.11) will be
discussed in the later paasraph 6.
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Theorem 1. The image of lz[ < 1 by the t’ansfovmation o--f(z) conrains always

lw <

1

a cins fuher Iw[>

+i

al+i-

abo ’d a > 3.
fore prf, a prepa remark on the relation of t th
We
we ve, by me of the inquiry [b 1 foow
rein
e Fenchel’s.
the uity
from (3.10) d of the sond relation (3.2),

s

I

+

(3.13)

, ws

the fim h of the threm b e@dent conin in that of the Fenchel’s.

1

1

>

The ater-haft o re giv herefore gener a br ion h
o[ Fenchel.
Now, b prove Che Chmm quion, we inCru a feion defin by

m()_

cf()=+ +

+

c- f(z)

+a+

/

c

...,

where c deno y
int of the ie of [z by the mapp
and scht
[z 1, it oHows at
f(z). The ction F(z)i
on from the gener vd timatio in (2.1) that

r

(3.14)

a2+

=11<2

and

aa+

2a+c 1

ence, the foyer uty, teer-th (3.13), imp
i
(a.i)
1> i

w we ob from the latbr, by k e former

b act,

ordel

the inuities

and finally provided as I> 3,

(3.16)

]c <

1

V"]ai +1-2

Both estimations (3.15) and (3.16) are nothing but what was to be proved.
We complete next the theorem just proved by the following supplementary
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Theorem 2. The, limits "me,nione,d in the, Fre,cedng

heore,m are,

boh

To prove this, we observe the inequalities (3.15 and (3.16). In a converse
manner as the derivations show, the either equality can appear, by virtue of (3.2),
only if there exists a complex number e such that

-

as

and moreover if the mapping function is of the form

f(-’)-’-(3.17)

f(z)=

1--a.,.z+ gz

a. + e-’,

1--ell a + 1 z+

which coincides just with that given in (3.12, The functions of this form map
z < 1, as is already noticed, onto the whole plane cut along a slit between the
two points

V’Jal/ 1+/-2

la[ 4-2

Hence, these and only these functions attain indeed the limits.
The already named Montel-Bieberbach’s theorem, which can be ed as
a eorluence of Fenchel’s resttlt, can also be derived very briefly from our theorem. In fact, if aa[ <4, then
1
>, 1

nd if

[a >4, then

x
w

Hence, the image of zl
< 1/’--- 2 or w >

__<
1 by the mapping w--f(z) covers always either
+ 2, and the functions (3.17) with a3 --4 and

those alone are extreme for both bounds this is just the content of the
Bieberbach’s theorexn.
Now, we shall further remark that an another sottrce of th tho’v_t can
be, found in a thvoem d, to Landau,1 which states that, if a function

schficht and omwnihing in

zJ

1, the inequality

14) E. Landau, Der Pieard--Schottkysche Satz und die Blochsche Kontante. Sitzungsber.
(1926), 467-474.

preult. Aktid. Wiss. Berlin
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4:

is valid for m’Or quantity 8 with Tz! -<8< 1, where the hmction
defined by the parametric equations

=(’+ g )_,
1

V= V(N)

is

V=(v+I),-L

In fact, applying tbis theorem to the function
1_ 1

1

+(a.,+ 1) + (a--a3)z+

c
z
F(z)
with any bauudalT point c, we obtain at once

,

[a.,.+ 2V( 1+ la--aa[)
As N varies from 0 to

1

the fuuction

V(N) increases monotonously from 0

to 1, and the quantity ]a_--a.
[bt never exceeds the unity. Therefore, the
right hand side of this inequality is surely significant at any time. Thus, as
above, we have first
1

la.,.I

+2V(

1+
4:

for any case while on the other hand we have

(3.19)

1

c _<

la, l-2V,

l+l

provided that the denominator on the right hand side is positive if
is actually the case, because we have then
1/

a=-o.,I
4:

Hence, if

[as]-2V( 1+ Jq,-a.
4

then we have from (3.19)

and otherwise we have from

(a.m)

I,1 >

(3.18)
1

C+4V( 1+

4:

]al > 2, it
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Now, by taking particularly C--/--2, we are |ed to the Montel-Bieberbach’s
theorem, because we have then, for the bounds in (3.20) and (3.21), the quantities

1 -1/-+2 and

1

(

1

--1/5

--2)

The preciseness of the limits is also a consequence of that of the
Landau’s limit.
respectively.

